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THE MYTH OF NEUTRALITY

Christopher Adolph
University of Washington, Seattle
For Erika
Sir DESMOND Glazebrook, Chairman of Bartlett’s Bank: Like I say, it’s up to my board. Could go either way, quite frankly, could go either way.

Sir HUMPHREY Appleby, Permanent Undersecretary for the Department of Administrative Affairs: I see.

DESMOND: Incidentally, to change the subject completely, you remember the new Ministry Co-Partnership Commission…. The chairmanship hasn’t been filled yet? Because should one be offered…

HUMPHREY: I can tell you that your name is on the short list…. There has to be some reason to appoint you, you see. What about the advisory committee of dental establishments? Know anything about teeth?

DESMOND: I’m a banker.

HUMPHREY: How about the Dumping at Sea Representations Panel? Where do you live, near the sea?

DESMOND: Knightsbridge. Just behind Harrod’s.

HUMPHREY: Not near enough… Meat Marketing Board – know anything about meat?

DESMOND: I eat it.

HUMPHREY: My dear chap, what do you know about?

DESMOND: Nothing, really. I’m a banker.

HUMPHREY: There must be some minority group you can represent.

DESMOND: Bankers?

“Jobs for the Boys,” Yes Minister
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Although I did not know it at the time, this book began when I was assigned to lead a discussion of dueling articles written by my comparative political economy professors. Because the articles came to sharply distinct conclusions, I could not retreat behind praise. Figuring out which perspective I found more persuasive was difficult: the papers’ setup was fairly similar, and their disagreement somewhat puzzling. Both noted that the standard model of monetary policy making assumed central banks preside over perfectly competitive labor markets; both argued that varying degrees of wage bargaining coordination made this assumption problematic; both showed that labor unions and central banks strategically interact in different ways across the rich industrialized countries so often studied by comparative political economists. The trouble was, my mentors disagreed about the real economic outcomes this strategic interaction produces.

As I cast about for an intelligent comment that might lead to consensus, I noticed that while my professors’ theoretical models and their intellectual predecessors assumed central bankers’ policy preferences vary, all their empirical strategies ignored preferences and focused instead on measuring differences in central bank charters, especially how much legal authority central bankers had. To my surprise, this simplifying assumption ran right through the history of economic study of monetary policy. As far as the monetary policy literature was concerned, central bankers might in theory be more or less concerned with inflation or unemployment, but in practice they were surely all inflation hawks, and the only thing that mattered was how much power or “independence” central bankers enjoyed.

Then came an uncomfortable thought for a first-year graduate student signed up for the institutionalist school of political economy. Many institutionalist models explain variation in policy outcomes based on the interaction...
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of political actors’ preferences with the rules and structure of the organizations they inhabit. While the relationship among political actors is often more or less adversarial (as in legislatures or elections), in many cases actors exist within a hierarchy (such as a bureaucracy or party) where a principal assigns an agent to carry out a task. Loud proclamations and public votes usually reveal the preferences of adversarial political actors, who also generally serve as principals to bureaucratic agents. Therefore, it might seem that the political economist’s job is to develop a deep understanding of how institutions help pick the winning principals and then bind agents to obey them. But what if bureaucratic agents have a chance to shift things towards their own preferred outcomes? Granting central bankers independence creates exactly that opportunity for bureaucratic agents, putting the onus on political economists to measure agent preferences. There lay the cornerstone of a massive project, for bureaucratic agents keep much lower profiles than their elected political masters. Mindful that markets watch their every move, central bankers are particularly reticent: discovering systematic correlates of their preferences would not be easy.
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